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Abstract—In the context of vision-based hand gesture recognition, we study how a robot swarm can incrementally and
cooperatively learn to classify an unseen gesture vocabulary using
a simple information sharing mechanism. Training examples
and correction feedback are interactively provided by a human
instructor. Each robot in the swarm is equipped with a statistical
classifier, which is built and progressively updated using the input
from the instructor. In order to learn collectively and speed-up
the process, the robots share with each other a selection of the
locally acquired gesture data.
Extensive experiments on a real-world dataset show that the
proposed cooperative learning approach is effective and robust,
in spite of its simplicity. Accounting for bandwidth limitations
in network communications, we study the impact of different
strategies for the selection of the shared data, and we investigate
the effect of swarm size and the amount of shared information
on the learning speed.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Robot swarms can be conveniently employed as mobile
sensor-actuator networks. Their intrinsic spatial distributedness, redundancy of resources, and parallelism, are in fact key
properties to perform distributed sensing and actuation tasks.
In previous work [1], by leveraging on these characteristics, we
used robot swarms for distributed vision-based recognition of
hand gestures. A single robot observes the gesture image from
its own point of view, segments the hand outline, and extracts
a set of features. The robot then uses a statistical classifier to
assign a probability to each class the gesture could belong to.
These probabilities reflect how certain the robot is about the
classification of the gesture. Since the typical robots used in
swarms are not very powerful both in terms of processing and
sensing, we implemented a distributed protocol to let the robots
cooperatively fuse their probabilistic opinions by exploiting
multi-hop wireless communications, and rapidly generate a
single swarm-level decision about the observed gesture through
of a form of distributed consensus.
In this paper we start from the same basic scenario as
described above. However, while in the previous work robots
were performing cooperative classification based on the same
classifier trained offline and given as input to all robots, here we
study how the swarm can cooperatively learn hand gestures.
That is, how robots can cooperatively train their classifiers
online. We consider the case of learning online incrementally,
starting from scratch, through the examples and the feedback
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provided by a human teacher. In order to minimize humanswarm interaction time, and speed-up the learning curve, we
propose a simple yet effective way to realize cooperative
learning at the swarm level by exploiting communicationbased information sharing. Moreover, we explicitly address the
issue of dealing with a bandwidth-constrained and unreliable
communication channel (as it is normally the case in ad hoc
wireless networks). We use the same architecture as before,
in which each robot has its own statistical classifier (an offthe-shelf Support Vector Machine). However, now, each robot
trains its own classifier, using (i) the features extracted from a
set of a locally available labeled examples, which correspond
to the gesture images acquired from the robots’ specific
viewpoint (the robot’s experience), and (ii) also exploiting the
experience from other robots. The set is initially empty. In
an initial learning phase the human instructor briefly shows
to the swarm each gesture in the vocabulary, which “sets the
problem” and provides each robot with an initial, yet minimal
set of labeled samples which are used to train a first classifier.
At successive interaction rounds, which might happen at any
time and place, the human shows a selected gesture to the
swarm (either for the purpose of training the swarm or to
actually issue a command associated to the gesture): the robots
in the swarm cooperatively sense and classify the gesture, and
communicate the result to the instructor by synchronously
blinking their on-board LEDs. The human either explicitly
corrects or silently confirms the swarm’s classification. Based
on the received feedback, each robot can then add the new
labeled sample to its training set, and possibly retrain its local
classifier to incrementally improve its gesture classification.
In the process described so far, each robot relies on its
own local experience for learning. The presence of the swarm
is only exploited at classification time in terms of distributed
consensus, which is quite limiting. Therefore, we propose a
simple approach to to let the robots effectively learn in a fully
cooperative way: through multi-hop wireless communications
the robots locally share with each other their local experiences.
In this way, each robot can incrementally make its local training database grow by exploiting the images sampled from other
robots. Due to robots’ spatial distribution, the information
sharing allows a robot to learn the appearance of the same
gesture as seen also from the points of view of other robots.
This results in a better classification accuracy in subsequent
interaction rounds, since robot positions will change with
respect to each other and with respect to the hand due to
human and robot mobility. As a consequence, the swarm can
exploit the robots’ multiplicity in two ways: (i) learning faster
and more robustly through cooperative information sharing,
(ii) producing more accurate classifications through consensus,

which fuses the opinions of all robots.
In order to perform information sharing, in the most general
case when no network infrastructure is present, the swarm
needs to rely on the wireless ad hoc network among the robots.
However, since bandwidth is usually a scarce resource in such
networks, the complete sharing of the information of all robot
experiences may not be feasible, in practice, within a time
delay compatible with the constraints online operations (even
when an infrastructure-based wireless network is used). This is
particularly true when the swarm is large and/or a large number
of images are locally acquired by robots. In the latter case also
computation time and memory requirements become an issue,
especially for embedded systems like typical robot swarms.
Therefore, we designed and validated different strategies to let
each robot intelligently select the best training data to spread
throughout the network. The aim of the paper is to address
the issue of limited communication bandwidth for information
sharing by finding the right balance between optimizing the
training information available at the robots at the swarm-level,
and minimizing bandwidth occupancy to guarantee scalability.
The issue of limited on-board computation resources is addressed indirectly: limiting the amount of shared information
automatically reduces the needs for on-board computations.
While we focus on robot swarms, our claim is that strategies
for an intelligent selection of the training data for sharing
can result in an advantage in many different practical realworld scenarios when communication / computation resources
and/or rapid response time are an issue (e.g., in applications
of wireless sensor networks).
As a final remark, it is important to point out that the
presented ideas can be immediately applied to other supervised
learning scenarios in swarms of robots or networked sensors,
and be based on different sensing data (e.g., audio).
The paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section I-A. The techniques used for sensing gestures and for fusing robot opinions are briefly presented in
Section II. The main contribution, i.e. the cooperative learning
approach, is presented in Section III, and is experimentally
validated in Section IV, by investigating the effects of different
aspects such as swarm size, available bandwidth, feature vector
size, and information sharing strategy.
A. Related Work
We consider an incremental (or online) learning [2] scenario: training examples come over time provided interactively,
one at a time, by a human teacher. This differs from a
typical batch learning scenario, in which training examples
are make available altogether at the beginning. In the context
of incremental leaning, research has mainly focused on the
development of techniques for real-time, quick and cheap
updating of the classifiers whenever new experiences become
available [3], [4]. Examples are the online variants of techniques such as the Adaptive Resonance Theory [5], Multilayer Perceptrons [6] and Support Vector Machines [7]. We
share with this approaches the high-level goal of exploiting
new experiences as they become available. However, we are
mainly interested in how such experiences can be shared
among the robots in a swarm, addressing cooperation and
communication issues. Therefore, we do not focus on the

development of novel complex techniques for the efficient
updating of single classifiers. At this aim, we conveniently
make use of a standard approach based on a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) [8]: when new samples are added to the
training data, the SVM classifier is re-trained from scratch. A
similar approach has been used in [9] for incremental image
classification learning. In our test scenario, we observed that
even when the training set was growing up to hundreds of
samples, the computation time for re-training the SVM onboard of the small robots that we used, the foot-bots (see
Section IV), was of order of a few seconds (e.g., 2 seconds
for 100 samples, see Section IV-A). This is a latency time
which is fully compatible with the real-time specifications of
the interactive teaching scenario we are considering, in which a
human shows a gesture and can in principle wait a few seconds
before showing the next one. Reaching ’true’ real-time would
require more performing hardware. The potential limitations
of the current implementation have been addressed in another
work [10], in which we proposed novel incremental learning
algorithms based on both full and binary feedback.
The use of SVMs for performing cooperative learning
and recognition tasks for distributed systems such as Wireless Sensor Networks, has been widely investigated [11]. In
this context, most works, including ours, can be classified
as parallel learning [12] approaches (e.g., as Ensemble of
Classifiers [13]), in which each node/robot trains its own
SVM independently based on partitioned inputs or different
parameters. The outputs of the classifiers are then combined
in some static, adaptive, or even topology-depending way [14],
and the feedback is processed accordingly. Several works [15],
[16] have also addressed the problem of distributed training
(or interdependent training), in which all nodes participate to
the training of a single classifier.
In this context, our approach can be configured as a
distributed form of the popular bagging classifier: each robot
individually trains an SVM based on a bootstrapped replica
of the entire training dataset. The replica is implicitly derived
from robot’s own observations and from the selected training data it receives from other robots through cooperative
information sharing. Bagging is at the same time simple,
lightweight, and well-know to show excellent performance in
case of limited training data [13]. These are precisely the
conditions of the scenario we are considering: robots used in
swarm systems are typically not extremely powerful (due to
the need to balance the number with the cost), communication
bandwidth is limited, and it is necessary to learn fast out of a
few samples due to the interactive nature of the scenario, which
requires the physical presence of a human instructor. The main
contribution of the paper is precisely in defining, and showing
in practice, the effectiveness of a simple cooperative learning
system which is compliant both with the typical constraints
of swarms and with the requirements of interactive scenarios.
Instead, many works in the literature propose sophisticated
cooperative learning schemes which are either too expensive
for computation or communication (this is especially true for
distributed training approaches), and/or are mostly appropriate
for large datasets.
One important contribution of our approach is the use
and the investigation of information exchange among robots
to improve and speed-up the learning process. A similar

approach has been followed in a number of works considering
multi-agent or multi-robot systems [17], [18]. Our criteria for
selecting the training data to be disseminated, which rely on
an original distinction between personal and shared data, are
derived from these previous works and adapted to be computationally light and optimize mutual information. Interestingly,
the issue of selecting training information to disseminate, is
related (but not equivalent) to the problem of selecting which
data points should be labeled in an active learning [19] setting.
Similarities with this problem are discussed in Section III-B.
II.

G ESTURE SENSING AND SWARM CLASSIFICATION

In this section we briefly describe how the robots make use
of their locally trained classifier for distributed hand gesture
recognition based on the system presented in [1]. That is,
we describe the actual usage scenario, when a classifier has
already been learned. This part is described first, in order to
illustrate how image recognition and fusion of information is
performed, which is instrumental to understand the rationale
behind the swarm learning strategy proposed in Section III,
which is the main contribution of the paper.
We assume that the swarm is randomly scattered in the
environment. Without losing generality, we assume that the
human who intends to provide commands using hand gestures
wears a glove with a known characteristic color.
A. Single robot gesture recognition
At each individual robot, the image recognition process
starts with the segmentation of the hand in the acquired image.
The robot interprets its shape, and compute a classification
vector C, representing the robot opinion, which contains a
probability value for each known gesture. Throughout the
paper, we consider a set of K = 6 gestures in terms of finger
counts, from zero (closed hand) to five fingers, as illustrated
in Figure 1. Gestures may be shown in any rotation and in any
finger combination.

Fig. 1.

An example of the six finger-count gestures.

The single robot hand recognition problem is intrinsically
difficult because of the following reasons: the image may
be taken from an arbitrarily bad point of view (angle and
distance), which depends on the position of the robot when the
recognition process started; the hand orientation is unknown
(and it is not trivial to robustly estimate it from the image);
camera resolution and processing power of the robots typically
used in swarm robotics [20], such as the foot-bot robots (see
Section IV) that we use in the experiments, do not allow
to perform fast and accurate image processing on-board. For
instance, Figure 3 shows that, when the gestures are viewed
from non optimal (i.e., non perpendicular) angles, they can be
hard to classify even for a human observer. We solve the visual
recognition task following a basic computer vision approach
based on segmentation, feature extraction, and supervised
classification.

Color-based segmentation. Once an image is acquired,
the first processing step consists in segmenting the hand,
by exploiting the characteristic color of the glove using a
standard color-based segmentation approach in the HSV color
space. The largest connected component in the resulting binary
image is identified as the hand, and used to compute a set of
quantitative features.
Feature computation and selection. The used features are
shape descriptors (area, perimeter, form factor, compactness,
roundness, aspect ratio, area moments of inertia, Hu invariant
moments, etc.) derived considering geometric properties frequently used in the the literature for segmented object recognition tasks [21]. We defined a total of 110 features which serve
the purpose of representing shape descriptors that are invariant
towards rotation, translation, and scale. The features were
ranked according to their information gain, computed using a
dataset of hand gesture images. This information measure was
used to identify the features that provide higher discriminative
power. Reducing the dimensionality of the feature space results
in better classification performance at a lower computational
cost. In most of the experiments reported in the following, the
top F = 40 features are used for classification. In Section IV-D
we study different values for F and discuss the resulting tradeoff in performance.
Probabilistic classification. The resulting feature vector,
which is composed by F elements, is classified by means of
a non-linear SVM with an RBF-Gaussian kernel, using the
implementation from the LIBSVM C++ library. The classifier
is incrementally trained using the samples acquired by the
robot itself, as well as by the rest of the swarm, according
to the swarm learning mechanisms discussed in Section III.
The SVM classifier returns the posterior probabilities of the 6
classes, i.e., a 6-dimensional opinion vector C, whose elements
sum to one.
B. Swarm consensus
Since several robots simultaneously engage in the recognition task, and possibly output different classification vectors,
their opinions need to be fused in order to obtain a single
outcome representing the swarm decision. Data are exchanged
among the robots using multi-hop packet forwarding in the
wireless ad hoc network formed by the swarm. As previously
pointed out, in this paper we use a very simple consensus
approach for reaching a swarm-level decision: robots exchange
their opinion vectors through, and compute a fused swarmlevel opinion vector as the element-wise average of all robot
opinions. The class corresponding to the largest element of
this opinion vector is chosen as swarm decision. This instance
of plurality voting [13] is a simplified version of a more
sophisticated consensus strategy that we developed taking into
account time and communication constraints [1].
III.

L EARNING AS A SWARM

The cooperative, communication-based learning approach
that we propose aims to achieve two related goals. a) Learn
a new set of gestures from scratch during an initial learning
phase, during which the user presents the new set of gestures
to the swarm. b) Incrementally improve the recognition ability
as gestures are presented to the swarm either to improve the

recognition performance over time or for the execution of the
commands related to the gestures. In the following we refer to
this phase as interaction rounds.
In our scenario, learning refers to the supervised training
of the SVM classifier which is used by the robots for visual
recognition. An effective training requires that a sufficient
amount of labeled samples of gesture images taken from
multiple different positions with respect to the gesture are
made available to the robots. In fact, during the normal course
of operations of the swarm, each robot is expected to see the
hand from a different point of view, which changes over time
due to robot movements.
The robots start the learning process from scratch, meaning
that no gesture vocabulary is given a priori, and no classifier
initially exists. Robots accumulate knowledge in terms of
labeled training samples: each robot processes the image it
has acquired and saves the resulting feature vector along with
the corresponding ground truth label. In this way, sampled
data accumulates in the local training set of the robot, which
incrementally grows during the learning process. A robot also
share its local experience by sending out some of its training
samples, in the form of the associated labeled feature vectors.
When a robot receives such data from the network, it includes
it in its local training set. As a result, a subset of all training
data gets shared across robots.
A. Phases for swarm learning
1) Initial learning phase: During the initial learning phase,
a user explicitly trains the swarm by presenting the full
vocabulary of gestures once (whose cardinality K is assumed
known a priori). In particular, each robot acquires M images
for each of the K different gestures in the vocabulary. Gestures
are numbered sequentially and shown in order. Operationally,
the robots in the swarm flash their LEDs in order to instruct the
human teacher to show the next gesture in the sequence. As a
result, all acquired images can be associated to the respective
ground truth gesture.
Robots are randomly distributed in the environment and in
parallel acquire visual data from multiple points of view for
each gesture. Each of the M · K images is processed, yielding
to an F -dimensional feature vector, which is stored together
with the corresponding ground truth label.
At this point, however, each robot only knows about the
appearance of the gestures from its own point of view. Before
training their local classifiers, each robot exchange its training
data with other robots (by wireless broadcast). This cooperative
behavior result in the fact that each robot can augment its local
training set with data acquired by other robots from different
points of view. The strategies for selecting which and how
many instances to exchange are discussed later. The end of
the first interaction round is the only moment when all robots
have the same classifier.
2) Interaction rounds: Immediately after the initial learning phase, robots have a classifier in place, and can therefore
start performing classification tasks. However, the size of the
classifier is minimal and is not expected to provide good
recognition accuracies. It will incrementally grow when the
human instructor will show new training samples.

The interaction rounds following the first begins with the
user signaling the willingness to provide a gesture, that can
represent a command to execute, in addition to be used as
training sample. The human shows the gloved hand, that will
be possibly detected by some of the robots in the swarm whose
main task consists precisely in monitoring the environment for
the presence of the glove. In principle, the human can attract
the attention also by using other means (i.e., whistling). When
a robot detects the glove, it locally broadcasts a message to
the other robots scattered in the environment. On reception of
the message, they turn in place in order to position themselves
looking towards the hand.
After positioning, each robot acquires a single image of the
gesture, computes the feature vector, and applies its local, most
recently-trained classifier, in order to output the opinion vector
C. The simple consensus protocol described in Section II-B
is then executed by averaging the opinions of all robots, and
eventually the swarm makes a selection regarding the gesture.
Each robot signals the detected gesture by blinking lights (e.g.,
if the gesture was classified as finger count 3, all robots will
flash their LEDs 3 times).
Here we consider a full-feedback scenario: if the answer of
the swarm is incorrect, the human agent will correct the wrong
decision, providing the correct classification label. This can be
realized in a number of different ways. In our implementation
we use a simple visual signal: a rapid waving of hands, which
can be robustly detected by a single robot, indicates that swarm
decision was wrong. If it is the case, the swarm proposes the
second most-likely decision (i.e., the class corresponding to
the second largest probability in the fused opinion vector),
possibly iterating this procedure until the correct decision is
proposed and the user implicitly accepts it by not reacting to
it (i.e., standing still).
After instructor’s feedback, the swarm knows the correct
label associated to the original gesture, and can possibly start
acting accordingly (e.g., an additional gesture can serve to
distinguish between training and commanding). At the same
time, each robot saves in its training set the feature vector
that was generated from the acquired image, along with its
ground truth label. Robots can now decide, using the strategies
in Section III-B, whether to share or not the new experience
with the rest of the swarm. At any time a robot can decide to
retrain its local classifier, to improve its accuracy for the next
interaction round with the user.
B. Strategies for sharing experiences
In this section we propose different ways to effectively
share training data taking into account communication and
computational constraints. The most basic strategy for sharing
experiences (i.e., feature vectors) consists in spreading every
single feature vector to all robots in the swarm. While providing the guarantee that all robots share the same classifiers
and make use of the maximal amount of the available training
information, this strategy has two main drawbacks: (i) the
size of the classifiers can rapidly grow, especially in case
of large swarms, which might have dramatic consequences
on the processing time required for retraining; (ii) a large
communication overhead is generated, due to all multi-hop

As a consequence, sharing all experiences may not be
feasible in practice, and a criterion to select the appropriate
subset of training data to be shared with the rest of the swarm
is necessary. Let R be the set of robots in the swarm, and let
Tr denote the set of training instances currently available at
robot r ∈ R. The set Tr is partitioned in three subsets:
•

Trp , including the (personal) instances acquired by r
and which have not been sent out to the rest of the
swarm;

•

Trs , including the (shared) instances acquired by r and
which have been sent out to the rest of the swarm;

•

Tre , including the (external) instances originally acquired by a robot r0 6= r, and which have been sent
out by r0 and received by r.

In case of full connectivity, r has no interest in broadcasting
instances in Trs or Tre , because they are already known to
the rest of the swarm. In fact, the set of instances Trs ∪ Tre
represents the shared knowledge of the swarm.
We consider three possible criteria for a robot r to select
the instance t ∈ Trp which should be sent out first.
•

Random selection: the instance is selected in a purely
random way, without any intelligent criterion. This
strategy provides a baseline for performance.

•

Novelty-driven selection: robots prefer to share the
instance which brings the most novel information
compared to the instances already known by the rest
of the swarm. Intuitively, this selection mimics the
behavior of a teacher who shows examples that are as
different as possible from those already known to the
class. The selection is implemented as follows:
arg max kf (t) , f (t0 ) k,
t∈Trp

∀t0 ∈ (Trs ∪ Tre ),

where f (t) is the feature vector for the training instance t, c(t) is its ground truth class, and kf (t), f (t0 )k
is the Euclidean distance in the feature space.
•

Representativity-driven selection: a robot shares the
instance that best represents its current knowledge
about a given class. This corresponds to a teacher who
privileges examples which are the most typical ones.
The selection is implemented by first sampling a class
c0 at random, and then choosing t such that:
arg min
t∈Trp , c(t)=c0

kf (t) , fc0 k,

common knowledge (
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message passing that are needed to uniformly spread the data
throughout the swarm. Both (i) and (ii) may impair swarm’s
capability to react in real-time and to show a scalable behavior,
robust to different networking environments.
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p
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the criteria for the selection of samples to broadcast.
For a given class c0 , all training samples known to a robot are represented as
points in the feature space. Gray circles: samples already known to the swarm.
Black crosses: samples only known to the robot itself. Red diamond: centroid
of all personal samples (fc0 ).

of r, and then further relayed in multi-hop fashion to all other
robots in the swarm. After the broadcast, the following updates
are performed:
•

in r, t is removed from Trp and moved to Trs ;

•

in all other robots r0 6= r receiving the message, t is
included in Tre0 .

As a result, after this phase, t will never be broadcast again by
any robot. If robot r has n training instances to disseminate,
the mechanisms above are repeated n times.
It’s interesting to note how the problem of selecting which
instance to disseminate is related to active learning [19]
strategies. In active learning, one has a large number of
unlabeled instances and can “buy” labels for some of them.
Many approaches have been proposed in order to optimize this
choice. In the case of SVMs, in particular, the problem has
been extensively studied: the feature-space distance between
each instance and the separating hyperplane is often used as a
criterion [22], by privileging instances either close or distant
from the margin. In our context, the problem is different,
because we are selecting which instances to provide to other
robots, and we only have partial knowledge of which other
instances they are already aware of. Moreover, in general,
every robot knows about a different set of instances, which
further complicates the task.
IV.

I MPLEMENTATION AND E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS

The described system has been implemented and validated
on real robots using foot-bots [23] (Figure 3), small mobile
platforms specifically designed for swarm robotics applications. We used a subset of the platform capabilities, namely:
a frontal camera, which acquires 512 × 384 RGB images, and
an IR-based range-and-bearing sensor and actuator system,
which allows a robot to detect its line-of-sight neighbors up to
a range of a few meters, and communicate with them through a
low-bandwidth (100 Bits/s) channel. The foot-bots have quite
a limited computational power, being equipped with an ARM
11 at 533MHz.

where fc0 represents the centroid, in the feature space,
of all instances in Tr whose ground truth class is c0 .
Figure 2 shows a an illustration of the different strategies.
At a robot r, once a training instance t is selected, its
feature vector and label are sent out to the rest of the swarm
by local broadcast. It will be received by the wireless neighbors
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Fig. 3.

The foot-bot robot and the dataset acquisition setup.

In order to be able to perform a large set of experiments,
a swarm of 13 foot-bots was used to acquire a large dataset
of 74,000 gesture images from different points of view with
known ground truth (see Figure 3). The dataset has been
used for running quantitative emulation experiments: robot
observations are sampled from this dataset of real images,
and realistic simulations are built using these data. When
simulating an interaction in which the user is showing gesture
c, each robot r is first assigned to a randomly defined position
(ϑ, d)r in the area in front of the gesture. Then, the image i
“observed” by robot r is randomly selected from the subset of
the dataset images whose ground truth class is c, and whose
associated position (ϑ, d)i is as close as possible to (ϑ, d)r . A
control mechanism ensures that each dataset instance is used
only once per simulation run.
A. Experimental protocol
Each simulation run starts at the beginning of the initial
learning phase: each robot is initialized with an empty training
set and placed at a random position. M = 5 samples are then
acquired for each of the K = 6 classes by each robot. This
corresponds to a very limited initial training effort since each
robot only acquires 30 images, which require a very short time
to process. More in general, it is important to remark that,
using vectors of 40 features for the images, the time required
for training the SVM classifier on a foot-bot is below 2 seconds
for 100 training samples, and goes up to 20 seconds for 400
samples. These relatively short computation times support the
practical feasibility of the approach.
After acquisition, each robot broadcasts a subset of the
acquired samples. The value of the parameter B ∈ [0, 1]
defines the fraction of the newly acquired samples which are
disseminated by a robot. For example, for B = 0, robots do
not communicate; for B = 1, robots exchange all acquired
data, and share the same training set at any moment of the
simulation; for B = 0.1, each robot shares 0.1·30 = 3 training
instances. In general, when B ∈ (0, 1), the samples to be
shared are selected according to one of the three strategies
described in Section III-B.
After sharing takes place, the training set of each robot
includes KM + BKM (N − 1) training samples. For example,
for B = 0.2 a robot r in a swarm of N = 10 robots would
have 84 instances in its training set Tr : 24 in Trp (still unknown
to the rest of the swarm), 6 in Trs (already disseminated to the
rest of the swarm), and 54 in Tre (received from other robots
of the swarm). The 60 instances in Trs ∪ Tre are the current
common knowledge of the swarm.
After each robot trains its first classifier, the system enters
the interaction rounds phase, in which we simulate 150 random
commands given by the user to the swarm through gestures.
Before each command is given, robot positions with respect
to the hand are randomized, to simulate a realistic scenario in
which commands are given at different times to the swarm, and
between commands the robots perform their own tasks, which
causes them being randomly scattered in the environment. For
each command, each robot acquires and classifies a single
image. By means of the consensus protocol described in
Section II-B, the swarm eventually converges to a decision
for the gesture, which can be correct or wrong. In both cases

each robot in the swarm eventually acquires the correct label
for the image gesture and adds the related information to the
subset Trp of its training set.
After each group of 10 commands, robots exchange B · 10
training samples (selected within the whole Trp subset, which
may also include samples acquired during previous observations but not samples which have already been disseminated),
then retrain their classifiers. Such a synchronized behavior
is not strictly required by our approach, since robots could
autonomously decide when to disseminate training data.
The average classification accuracy of the swarm is computed after every round of 10 commands. In this way, for a
full simulation run we obtain 15 accuracy values measured at
different stages of the swarm learning process. The first of
these values, corresponding to the first set of 10 commands of
the interaction rounds phase, is obtained using the classifiers
trained only with the initial learning data. Subsequent values
correspond to incrementally larger training sets.
For each set of simulation parameters, 50 simulation runs
are performed using different realizations of the random variables (i.e., robot positions, observations’ sampling from the
dataset, gesture sequence). Results in the plots are the averages
of the multiple runs.
The experimental protocol was explicitly designed to challenge the swarm with a rather difficult recognition problem,
which is functional to our goal of measuring the impact of
different learning strategies. In particular, it is important to
make the following remarks:
•

The source dataset is challenging, because gestures
are shown in many different rotations and some are
represented in different variations. Most viewpoints
do not allow to distinguish different gestures, even
for an human observer. Many samples in the dataset
present serious segmentation issues due to several
factors related to practical problems typically arising
in the real-world situations as the one we consider.

•

Each robot only acquires a single observation per
command, and the swarm implements a straightforward consensus protocol. Our previous work [1] shows
that acquiring multiple observations before issuing a
decision can dramatically improve swarm accuracy.

•

Robots’ initial learning is based on a very small
dataset.

B. Swarm size and amount of shared information
Figure 4 shows the learning curves for different swarm
sizes and for different amounts of exchanged information (e.g.,
20% communication means that each robot only shares 20% of
its personal instances). The left plot shows that larger swarms
yield significantly better accuracy at all stages of the training
process. Two factors contribute to this effect:
•

when B > 0, a large swarm is trained much faster
than a small swarm, because it collectively acquires
and exchanges a proportionally much larger amount of
training data. A single robot, or a swarm which does
not exchange training data (Figure 4 right), learns in
fact very slowly;

Fig. 4. Average accuracy vs. stage of training. Left: Curves for different swarm sizes, with robots sharing B = 25% of their observations using representativitydriven selection. Right: Curves for N = 13 robots, corresponding to different communication loads (different percentages of instances being shared among
robots), B = {0%, 20%, 40%, 100%} with random selection of instances. Grey bands correspond to confidence intervals.

•

when recognizing a gesture, a large swarm enjoys
a more powerful consensus ability, because more
observations are accounted for.

The contribution of the former factor is explored in Figure 4
(right), which shows how communication improves the learning ability in a 13-robot swarm. The contribution of the latter
factor is isolated when comparing the bottom lines of the left
and right plots of Figure 4. In both cases, no communication
is allowed, and each robot learns independently from the rest
of the swarm. The only difference among the two scenarios is
given by the size of the swarm, which affects accuracy because
of the different amount of data acquired during the consensus
procedure. As expected, the 13-robot swarm results to be more
accurate than a single robot.
After a very large number of interaction rounds, training
sets grow large enough that no further increase of accuracy
is possible in practice. At this point, all scenarios reported in
Figure 4 (right) are expected to yield the same accuracy.
C. Instance selection strategies
The effect of each of the three strategies for selecting
the training instances to disseminate when B ∈ (0, 1) (Section III-B) is reported in Figure 5 (right).
Surprisingly, giving priority to novel instances results in
a performance which is comparable to that of purely random
selection for almost the entire learning process. On the other
hand, giving priority to the most representative instances leads
to a significantly faster learning rate, especially during initial
phases. This could be explained by considering that a representative sample somehow summarizes multiple instances,
since it lies near to their centroid. Therefore, it can be more
informative compared to the typical characteristics of a given
class. Conversely, novel samples appear to be more useful later
on in the learning process, probably due to their contribution
in refining the decision boundaries.
D. Number of features in bandwidth-limited scenarios
Communication constraints are the main reason for considering limiting the amount of training data shared among
the robots. Since training instances are exchanged as feature
vectors with the respective ground truth classes, the dimensionality of these vectors is an important parameter: larger feature

vectors lead to more powerful classifiers, but at the same
time require more bandwidth for dissemination. In bandwidthlimited scenarios, a tradeoff emerges, because using more
features implies disseminating less training instances, which
has a negative impact on learning speed.
Figure 5 (left) explores such tradeoff, and reports learning
curves when using different feature vector sizes, represented by
the simulation parameter F = {2, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, 60, 120}.
We assume that each robot has the opportunity to disseminate a fixed amount of data, corresponding to a total of
120 features after each set of 12 commands is given (i.e.,
approximately 500 bytes assuming a single-precision floating
point representation). Therefore, when small feature vectors
are used (F = {2, 5, 10}), all acquired samples to be shared
among the swarm. However, the individual classifiers are still
not powerful enough, due to the poor information in the feature
vectors, and yield relatively poor recognition accuracy. On the
other extreme, if F = 120 each robot can only disseminate
1/12 of the acquired instances, such that the training sets
grow at a much slower rate, leading again to slow learning.
In general, relatively small feature vectors (F = {10, 20})
lead to better accuracy during the very first training stages,
because they allow to quickly build moderately-sized training
sets. However, in the later stages, the classifier is not powerful enough to exploit the growing size of the training set.
Instead, relatively large feature vectors (F = {40, 60}) lead
to suboptimal results at the beginning, but are well able to
fully exploit the larger training sets accumulated in the later
stages of training. Intermediate values (F = {30, 40}) lead to
nearly-optimal accuracy at all learning stages.
V.

C ONCLUSIONS

We presented an approach for training, from scratch, a
robot swarm to visually recognize hand gestures through a
set of interaction rounds with a human instructor who incrementally presents training samples to the swarm. We exploited
communication among the robots in order to implement swarm
learning as a fully cooperative process and proposed different
strategies for an intelligent, communication-aware selection of
the information to be shared across the swarm. Through an
extensive set of simulations based on real data, we studied the
effects of swarm size and amount and quality of information
used for classification. We showed that intelligent information

Fig. 5.

Left: Experiments with different number of features. Right: Effect of different selection strategies for sharing instances.

sharing allows the swarm to learn rapidly, after a few interaction rounds. Larger swarms exhibit significantly faster learning
rates and recognition accuracy than smaller ones, confirming
the soundness of the approach.

[10]

In bandwidth-limited scenarios, which are a likely occurrence for swarms, prioritizing the sharing of representative
(rather than novel) training instances leads to measurable
performance improvements over random selection. Moreover,
we observed that in such scenarios the size of the feature
vectors used for learning determines a tradeoff between power
of the classifier and efficiency of information sharing, with an
optimal tradeoff corresponding to intermediate sizes.

[11]

Future directions will consider: novel strategies for selecting when and how robots should disseminate their data, how
to let the instructor intelligently select the sequence of gesture
samples based on the current swarm performance, and testing
the approach on different visual and audio recognition tasks.
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